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Description
52 Weeks of Socks is a modern collection of sock patterns from Nordic knitting experts Laine.
What is more special than a pair of hand-knitted socks? Perfect for curling up at home on cosy winter evenings and crisp autumn mornings, or
for hiking adventures over spring afternoons and summer nights, knitted socks are the ultimate small luxury. Whether they're a treat for yourself
or a heartfelt gift, there's love in every stitch. Knitting is more than just knit, knit, purl. It is a feeling.
This whimsical book contains a beautiful pair of socks for every week of the year. That's 52 sock patterns contributed by 46 leading knitwear
designers from across the world, suitable for knitters of all abilities. Each uses different yarns and techniques, including projects with stunning
stitch definition and classic slippers for beginners. From sole to toe, these easy-to-follow patterns will sweep you up with stunning photography
and styling that evokes the inspiring Nordic landscape and slow living.
52 Weeks of Socks is a book to treasure and return to again and again, not just for weeks but for years to come.

About the Author
Laine is a Nordic knit and lifestyle magazine based in Finland. They cherish natural fibres, slow living, local craftsmanship and beautiful, simple
things in life. Their intention is to inspire all to gather and share, and to be part of a community of like-minded knitters, makers and thinkers from
near and far. Follow them on Instagram @lainepublishing.
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